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By Dana Mentink : Hazardous Homecoming (Wings of Danger)  this article describes a work or element of fiction 
in a primarily in universe style please help rewrite it to explain the fiction more clearly and provide non a starship or 
simply referred to as a ship was a manned vehicle used for traveling in Hazardous Homecoming (Wings of Danger): 
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1 of 1 review helpful A fast paced clean Christian romance mystery By DMO This is a clean Christian romance with 
plenty of mystery and danger The twists and turns keep you guessing It s a pretty good little mystery There was a light 
Christian thread that appeared at times through prayer or struggles with believing in a loving God but the bulk of the 
story is definitely in solving the twenty year old mystery of a missi Little girl lost nbsp Ruby Hudson finds new 
evidence that could shed light on her childhood friend s disappearance But she ll have to fight for her life to keep it out 
of the wrong person s hands Cooper Stokes brother is still the prime suspect and as the cold case heats up so do Ruby s 
forgotten feelings for Cooper Ruby wants justice for her friend Cooper wants to prove his brother s innocence Despite 
being on opposite sides they find themselves drawn t About the Author Dana is an award winning author of Christian 
fiction Her novel Betrayal in the Badlands won a 2010 Romantic Times er rsquo s Choice Award and she was pleased 
to win the 2013 Carol Award for Lost Legacy and a Holt Medallion Merit Award She 
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